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Introduction

• At least half of wage variation in the data is not accounted for by
observables.

• Differences in residual wages may be due to differences in
productivity (unobserved by an econometrician) or search frictions.

• Models with search frictions can theoretically generate dispersion of
wages for identical workers.

• We propose a method to measure the contribution of search frictions
to (unexplained) wage dispersion in the data.
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Job-Ladder Model: Wage Dispersion
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• Wage dispersion depends on value of leisure.

• Estimated contribution of search frictions depends on model
assumptions.
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This Paper

• Method: measure variance of match qualities in the data.

• Applicable to a wide class of models.

• Interpretation: estimated variance of match qualities as contribution
of search frictions to wage dispersion.

• Data: apply the method to the U.S. data.

• Validity:

• Monte-Carlo simulations of various models.

• Tests of the assumptions.
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Theory: The Environment

• A continuum of workers (employed or unemployed).

• Worker i ′s productivity:

• permanent - µi ,

• time-varying - εit .

• Idiosyncratic match-specific productivity φij :

• φij is constant during each job (verify later).

• Aggregate productivity zt .

• Tenure and Experience dummies ITk and IXk .

• Log wage of agent i in firm j at time t:

wijt = ∑
k

βX
k IXk + ∑

k

βT
k ITk + βzzt

+ µi + φij + εit .

(log-linearilization of a rich model)
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Step 1: Measure Returns to Observables

1. Estimate contribution of experience: use the observations when
leaving unemployment, regress w on experience dummies.

2. Obtain residual wages ŵ :

ŵijt = wijt −∑
k

βX
k IXk .

3. Two potential biases in estimation of return to tenure.

4. Estimate contribution of tenure: within jobs, regress ŵt − ŵt−1 on
tenure dummies and zt − zt−1.

5. Construct residual wages ˆ̂w :

ˆ̂wijt = ŵijt −∑
k

βT
k ITk − βzzt

= µi + φij + εit .
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Step 2: Measuring Dispersion of Match Qualities

• Use residual wages,

w̃ijt = ˆ̂wijt − µi

= φij + εit .

• Measure Var(εit)

• Raab (1981): Var(εit ) = ∑ij
nij

N v ij

• SMM: estimate the process of εit (random walk + M.A.), and then
compute Var(εit ) using simulations

• This implies the variance of match qualities:

Var(φij ) = Var(w̃ijt)− Var(εit)
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Apply the Method to the U.S. Data

• NLSY79, Panel over 1978-2006

• Men older than 23.

• Weekly work history data

• Start and end dates for each job

• Reason for job separation

• Activity in weeks between jobs

• Hours worked, hourly wage, other job characteristics

• Ignore employment cycles with wages changing by a factor of > 2
between consecutive observations

Details
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Measure of Frictional Wage Dispersion

• Overall wage variance in our sample 0.295.

• Variance of match qualities 0.036.

• Fraction of wage variance due to dispersion of match qualities:

0.036

0.295
= 12.2%.

(Use SMM to adjust for small sample problems.
Raab 1981 gives a smaller number of 4.4%)

All Estimates
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Interpretation: Match Qualities and Search Frictions

• In a world without frictions:
worker i is matched with firm j∗(i) at match quality φ∗i .

• Contribution of search frictions:

φ̃ij = φij − φ∗i

• How to take out φ∗i ?

• Worker’s fixed effects.
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Measuring Search Frictions

• Residual wages (controlling for observables) equal

ˆ̂wijt = µi + φijt + εit

• The estimated fixed effect equals

µ̂i = µi + Ēi (φijt)

• Assumption 2:
Ēi (φijt) = φ∗i + φ.

Search frictions change all workers’ average match quality
equally.

• Allow changes in workers’ actions and other equilibrium outcomes
such as firms’ investments and wage rates

• Subtract estimated fixed effect:

w̃ijt = ˆ̂wijt − µ̂i

= φij − φ∗i − φ + εit

= φ̃ij − φ + εit
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Measuring Search Frictions

• Variance of ε is estimated as before, e.g., following Raab (1981)

var(εit) = ∑
ij

nij
N

vij .,

or using SMM.

• This implies that the contribution of search frictions to wage
dispersion equals:

var(φij − φ∗i ) = var(φij − φ∗i − φ)

= var(φ̃ij − φ)

= var(w̃)− var(ε).

• The same number estimated before.
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Firm effects in Abowd, Kramarz & Margolis (1999)

• AKM estimate:

wijt = µi + ψJ(i ,t) + θij + εit

• Contribution of search frictions:

Var((ψ− ψ∗) + (θ − θ∗))

• Not clearly related to Var(ψ), e.g. Var(ψ)� Var((ψ− ψ∗) if

• Var(ψ∗) is large (strong assortative matching)

• Small search frictions (ψ− ψ∗ small)

• Our approach: ψ∗ is absorbed in µi

↪→ ψ∗ does not affect Var(φij − φ∗i )

• In addition: potential bias in correlation of ψ and wages

Cov(ψ,w)

Var(w)
=

Var(ψ)

Var(w)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Correct

+
Cov(ψ, µ)

Var(w)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bias1

+
Cov(ψ, θ)

Var(w)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bias2
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Monte Carlo: Job Ladder Model

• In each period, some offers randomly arrive to workers

• An unemployed worker accepts the offer with the highest φ

• An employed worker accepts the offer with the highest φ if it is
better than the current one (OJS)

• Return to tenure and experience

• Sample periods: 29 years, same structure as in the data

• Weekly wage generating process.

• Observe average wages for each job in each year.

• Process of ε: random walk + MA

εit = Pit + νit ,

Pit = Pit−1 + ζit ,

νit =
q

∑
j=0

θj εtrit .
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Job Ladder Model: Results

• Results from the simulation show that our approach can correctly estimate the

frictional wage dispersion.

• More accurate results can be obtained by increasing the sample size in SMM.
More Results
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Monte Carlo: Hagedorn, Law and Manovskii (2017)

• Different types of workers

• Matched with different types of firms

• Production depends on the interaction of worker type and firm type

• (Positive) assortative matching
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Results: Hagedorn, Law and Manovskii (2017)

var(φij − φ∗i )
Model Estimation

High Frictions .0138 .0150
Low Frictions .0067 .0065
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Stochastic Match Quality: Empirical Prediction

• Consider job stayers between t and t − 1.

• If match quality is constant, φijt − φijt−1 = 0.

• If match quality is stochastic, matches with low match quality
realizations are more likely to be destroyed. Thus, the sample of job
stayers includes matches with relatively good realizations.

• The strength of this selection effect depends on how easy it is for
workers with bad realizations to find other jobs.

• The probability of receiving an outside offer, q, varies over the
business cycle.

• Thus, if match quality is stochastic, wage growth of job stayers
should depend positively on q.
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Stochastic Match Quality: Empirical Test

• Test this implication using a regression of wage difference on the
probability to receive an offer qt , productivity zt and other variables

wijt − wijt−1 = βq1qt + βq2q
2
t + βq3q

3
t + βq4q

4
t

+ βz (zt − zt−1)

+ ...

• Expect:

∂(wijt − wijt−1)

∂qt
> 0
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Stochastic Match Quality: Results using NLSY Data

Coefficient Estimates

qt q2
t q3

t q4
t

0.049 -0.009 0.001 -0.00001
0.106 (0.013) (0.001) (0.00001)

Result: Coefficients are individually and jointly insignificant.

Linear specification in q yieds negative coefficient (−0.22).
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Contracts: Commitment and Matching Offers

• Contracts decouple current wages from current productivity.

• The probability that a worker and a firm engage in bargaining and
increase the wage is increasing in the probability to receive a
counteroffer.

• Wage growth of stayers depends depends positively on q.

• q is positive significant (0.059∗∗∗) in simulations of Cahuc,
Postel-Vinay & Robin (2006). Calibration

• We already ruled this out.
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Learning

• Constant match quality + learning
→ wages move as if match quality is stochastic.

• Arrival of new information in the learning process corresponds to the
innovation e in the AR(1) process.

• Switching behavior depends (again) on realization of new
information.

• Positive information: less likely to switch and wages of stayers increase.

• Negative information: more likely to switch and wages of stayers
decrease.

• Wage growth of stayers depends depends positively on q.

• We already ruled this out.
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Contracts: Full Commitment

• Renumeration to match quality is constant on the job (full
insurance).

• We are interested in the observed volatility of wages due to search
frictions. The mechanism (contracts or spot wages) how differences
in productivity are translated into differences in wages does not
matter.
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Conclusion

• Estimate the contribution of search frictions to wage dispersion
(variance of match qualities)

• Clean method, without relying on model-specific assumptions

• Monte-Carlo simulations: validity of the method

• Findings using the U.S. data: Search frictions contribute to 12.2%
of wage dispersion

• Constant match quality is supported by the data
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Appendix
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Issue I: Short Time Periods

• With a infinitely long sample

µ̂i = µi + φ̄i → µi + φ + φ∗i .

• With a data of a relatively small number of periods and jobs, sample
average φi can be different from φ + φ∗i

µ̂i = µi + φi ,

w̃ijt = ˆ̂wijt − µ̂i

= φij − φi + εit ,

Var(w̃)− Var(ε) = Var(φ− φi )

6= Var(φ− φ∗i ).
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Issue I: Short Time Periods

• Within-group variance of match quality Var(φ− φi )
< contribution of search friction Var(φ− φ∗i )
< overall variance of match quality Var(φ)

• An simple approximation of the overall variance

Var (φ) ∼ J + 1

J
Var(φ− φi )

where J is the number of jobs a worker is matched to during the
(short) sample period, on average
A good approximation if φ is close to iid
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Applied to Cahuc, Postel-Vinay & Robin (2006)

Model Value Estimated Value

var(φij − φ̄i ) .0152 .0092

var(φij ) .0164 .0110
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NLSY Data
Description

• The NLSY79 is a nationally representative sample of young men and
women who were 14 to 22 years of age when first surveyed in 1979.
We use the data up to 2006.

• We use only the representative sample of 6,111 youths (i.e., we drop
oversampled military and disadvantaged workers due to their
inconsistent interviewing over time.)

• We construct a complete weekly work history for each individual by
utilizing information on starting and stopping dates of all jobs the
individual reports working at and linking jobs across interviews.

Return
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NLSY Data
Definition of the main job

• Hours between all the jobs held in a given week are compared and
the job with the highest hours is assigned as the main job for that
week.

• If a worker has the main job A, takes up a concurrent job B for a
short period of time, then leaves job B and continues with the
original main job A, we ignore job B and consider job A to be the
main one throughout (regardless of how many hours the person
works in job B).

• If a worker has the main job A, takes up a concurrent job B, then
leaves job A and continues with job B, we assign job B to be the
primary one during the period the two jobs overlap (regardless of
how many hours the person works in job B).

Return
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NLSY Data
Employment Cycles

• We partition all jobs into employment cycles following the procedure
in Barlevy (2008).

• We identify the end of an employment cycle with an involuntary
termination of a job. In particular, we consider whether the worker
reported being laid off from his job (as opposed to quitting).

• We use the worker’s stated reason for leaving his job as long as he
starts his next job within 8 weeks of when his previous job ended,
but treat him as an involuntary job changer regardless of his stated
reason if he does not start his next job until more than 8 weeks later.

• If the worker offers no reason for leaving his job, we classify his job
change as voluntary if he starts his next job within 8 weeks and
involuntary if he starts it after 8 weeks.

Return
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NLSY Data
Unit of Analysis

• At each interview the information is recorded for each job held since
the last interview on average hours, wages, industry, etc. We do not
have information on, e.g., wage changes in a given job in between
the two interviews.

• We define the unit of analysis, or an observation, as an intersection
of jobs and interviews. A new observation starts when a worker
either starts a new job or is interviewed and ends when the job ends
or at the next interview, whichever event happens first.

• Thus, if an entire job falls in between of two consecutive interviews,
it constitutes an observation.

• If an interview falls during a job, we will have two observations for
that job: the one between the previous interview and the current
one, and the one between the current interview and the next one.

Return
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NLSY Data
Unit of Analysis (Continued)

• Consecutive observations on the same job broken up by the
interviews identify the wage changes for job-stayers.

• To each observation we assign a unique value of worker’s job tenure,
labor market experience, race, marital status, education, smsa
status, and region of residence, and whether the job is unionized.

• Since the underlying data is weekly, the unique value for each of
these variables in each observation is the mode of the underlying
variable (the mean for tenure and experience) across all weeks
corresponding to that observation.

• The educational attainment variable is forced to be non-decreasing
over time.

Return
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Wage Regression Estimates. NLSY Data

Variable Estimated Coefficient

1. Tenure .0006709 (.0000946)
2. Tenure2 -1.47e-06 (4.84e-07)
3. Tenure3 1.47e-09 (8.63e-10)
4. Tenure4 -4.11e-13 (5.02e-13)

5. Experience .0023341 (.0005111)
6. Experience2 -5.35e-06 (1.51e-06)
7. Experience3 5.73e-09 (1.79e-09)
8. Experience4 -2.07e-12 (7.16e-13)

Return
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Implied Returns to Tenure and Experience

Returns to:

Tenure Experience
(1) (2)

1. 2 Years 0.057 0.210
2. 5 Years 0.104 0.400
3. 10 Years 0.136 0.524

Return
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Wage Variance Decomposition

• Overall wage variance in our sample 0.295.

• Variance not accounted for by the observables 0.208.

• Variance of wages within jobs 0.048.

• Variance of match qualities 0.013.

Return
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Job Ladder Model with Tenure and Experience

• Life-cycle model, T=45*12

• Return to tenure and experience

• In each period, some offers randomly arrive

• An unemployed worker decides to accept the offer with the highest φ
or stay unemployed

• An employed worker decides to accept the offer with the highest φ
or stay in the current job
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Simulation and Estimation

Model Value Estimated Value Mincer Regression

var (φij − φ̄i ) .01265 .01226

var(φij − φ∗i ) .01349 .01316

exp .0093 .0096 .0111

exp2 -.000086 -.000087 -.000096

tenure .0027 .0027 .0067

tenure2 -.000024 -.000024 -.000072

Return
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Estimate Return to Tenure and Experience

Return
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Job Ladder Model: Estimating θ
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Job Ladder Model: Estimating sd(η)
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Job Ladder Model: Estimating sd(εtr )
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Calibration CPVR: Targets

Table A-16: Offer Matching Model: Matching the Calibration Targets.

Target Value

Data Model

1. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt agg. unemployment u -3.090 -1.006

2. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt minimum unemployment umin -4.039 -1.815

3. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt agg. unemployment u (joint reg. with umin) -1.080 0.438

4. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt minimum unemployment umin (joint reg. with u) -3.023 -2.179

5. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt starting unemployment ubegin -2.563 -1.165

6. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt agg. unemployment u (joint reg. with ubegin) -2.450 -0.483

7. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt starting unemployment ubegin (joint reg. with u) -1.183 -0.880

8. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt unemployment for stayers, βStay -2.233 -0.031

9. Semi-Elasticity of wages wrt unemployment for switchers, βSwitch -3.505 -0.982

10. Monthly job-finding rate for unemployed 0.430 0.4434

11. Monthly job-to-job probability for employed 0.029 0.0265

12. Std. of aggregate unemployment 0.090 0.129

13. Std. of aggregate productivity 0.013 0.012

Note - The table describes the performance of the offer matching model in matching the calibration targets.

since the beginning of the job, qContract, has explanatory power. The results reported in Table A-

15 confirm this prediction. All three regressors, qEH and qHM and qContract, are significant. In our

model and in the data, however, only qHM and qEH are significant and qContract is insignificant

in such a regression.

29

Return
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Calibration CPVR: Parameters
Table A-17: Offer Matching Model: Calibrated Parameter Values.

Parameter Definition Value

α parameter of the output function 0.051

β workers’ bargaining weight 0.557

λ avg. prob to receive an offer for unemployed 0.104

q avg. prob to receive an offer for employed 0.030

κ elasticity of the offer probability 0.783

M max number of offers per period 5

με mean of idiosyncratic productivity 1.155

σε std. of idiosyncratic productivity 0.043

ρ persistence of aggregate process 0.990

σν std. of aggregate process 0.095

Note - The table contains the calibrated parameter values of the offer matching model.

Table A-18: Controlling for Match Qualities in Beaudry-DiNardo Regressions. Offer Matching

Model.

Variable Specification

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. u -1.006 -0.668 0.438 0.075 -0.483 -0.367

[-2.02,-0.36] [-1.52,-0.22] [0.10,0.81] [-0.19,0.27] [-1.30,-0.05] [-1.00,-0.07]

2. umin — — -2.179 -1.253 — —

— — [-4.35,-1.08] [-2.79,-0.58] — —

3. ubegin — — — — -0.880 -0.544

— — — — [-1.82,-0.29] [-1.21,-0.21]

4. qHM — 2.324 — 1.595 — 2.223

— [1.95,2.74] — [1.41,1.93] — [1.95,2.50]

5. qEH — 1.735 — 1.580 — 1.589

— [1.50,1.97] — [1.39,1.72] — [1.40,1.72]

Note - All coefficients are multiplied by 100. Bold font denotes significance at a 95% level based on

bootstrapped confidence intervals in parentheses.

30

Return
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